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With its foundation in grandma’s homespun squares Maria
Gullberg explores the possibilities of crochet. She shows how using
squares we can make exciting patterns that bring to mind the
flower bed, twill, African fabrics and the 1950s.

T

he book contains around 20 patterns and several finished products
such as pillows, a bag, carpet and blanket. For every pattern there
are clear crochet diagrams which makes it easy to crochet correctly.
The level of difficulty in the projects varies from easy to advanced – even if
you have a high level of skill you will be challenged! At the beginning of the
book are clear instructions on the types of crochet stitches and how to connect
the squares. Here are also tips on changing colours and a conversion table for
crochet hooks.
”You who hold this book in your hand can come on a journey with its origins
in grandma’s classic crochet square and then on to explore exciting new forms
– and the journey never ends!”
Maria Gullberg
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